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To: Jeremycc: From: Joseph Freeman/ARRB Date: 05/31/96 04:43:25 PMSubject: Three items: 1) Church 

Committee; 2) LBJ Library; 3) Kaminsky tax returns1) I picked up the Church Committee disks today, as well as 

the hardcopies of the "final" Box 41 which had allegedly been the holdup all these months. Chet is aware that 

the disks are here and need to be loaded onto our system; I think he intends to address them next week. I've 

left a message for Steve Tilley about having secured the stuff, as well. Box 41 contains two Bissell testimonies, 

as well as a Colby testimony. There's also an Executive Session transcript for 5/26/76, ie, just prior to 

publication of Book V. Other odds and ends, as well. I mention this in case you (or your designee) wish to 

actually look at these documents before they head out to Archives II.2) A Claudia Anderson called from the LBJ 

Library under the mistaken impression we had opened one of "their" documents. I disabused her of this 

notion and explained that we were looking for their agreement to a consent release for a copy of a Garrison-

era document (open in full elsewhere) that ended up in their collection. Ms. Anderson indicated that they 

have looked and couldn't find the document from the information on the RIF. This struck me as a little odd, 

since presumably they generated the RIF and why would they have done so in a way that wouldn't allow them 

to retrieve the document on the basis of the information therein? In any case, I suggested I fax her the actual 

text of the document (which she thought would help her find it) and that I would have Steve call her next 

week to see if he has any insight into decoding the RIF in a way that will make it useful to them. Later still this 

afternoon, Ms. Anderson called back and indicated that she had found the document and their records 

indicate that it's been open since 2/10/92 and thus should have been sent to NARA under the JFK Act. She's 

afraid this means the whole folder in which this document appears never made it to NARA; nor does she 

understand how the RIF in Steve's/our database got there. In any case, it brings us back (I think) to the old tree 

falling in a forest problem. Is the document now open, and can Steve just attach it to the RIF? Or do we need 

to process it on a consent basis to clear the air, so to speak? I guess we'll let Steve have a go at sorting it out 

with Tina first, and then decide? In any case, something tells me I'm not going to make the 6/4 meeting with 

this one...3) See Dave Montague's contact report, re: his conversation with Howard Kaminsky, bro-in-law to 

Jack Ruby. I will now go ahead and process this record for Board review (SSN postponements).
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